
How Vertical Rail grew Paid Search         

1000% 
and increased  

Revenue 323.23% 

IN ONE YEAR. 

Headquartered in Salisbury, North Carolina, Classic Cycling is a small, hometown 

shop run by avid cyclists who strive to stay ahead of the curve with the newest 

technologies and trends in the competitive cycling world.   

Return On 
Ad Spend 



Strategy 

Problem 

In order to get Classic Cycling’s AdWords running profitably, we 

devised a strategy to: 

 

o Restructure their campaigns through carefully researched 

keywords for a stable return on ad spend 

 

o Build campaigns that would generate revenue, not only during 

their peak selling months, but in the off-season as well 

 

o Optimize their landing pages to lower costs 

 

o Monitor the new campaigns with daily reporting and refine 

them with expert paid search management strategies 
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Classic Cycling’s attempt to self manage their Google 

AdWords campaigns did not generate positive results.  

Ultimately, the campaigns failed & here is why. 

Classic Cycling’s In-house Campaigns: 

 

o Brought a negative return on ad spend 

 

o Did not increase revenue or transactions 

 

o Did not achieve their marketing goal of increasing 

transactions during the Cycling retail off-season 



IN ONE YEAR 
Increase Impressions Impressions        400.75% 

Increase PPC Visibility Visits         238.20%  

Increase Paid Traffic & Clicks Clicks        200.85% 

Increase Transactions Transactions        334.15% 

Increase Revenue Revenue         323.23% 

Increase ROAS ROAS surpassed 1000% 

GOALS 
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“ For better than a year now, I’ve relied on   

my team at Vertical Rail to provide me with   

the information and account management   

that has enabled my online sales to double   

and continue to grow. ”-Shane M. Owner of Classic Cycling 



How We Did It 

Visits  

New Visits 

Transactions 

100% 

2000% 

Month 

Google AdWords - Text Ads 

238.20% 

173.48% 

334.15%  

ROI 

CPC 

Built New Strategic Ad Campaigns & Promotions 
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Built high quality ads 

that targeted specific 

products & strategic 

product groups. 

Created AdWords campaigns based on specials & 

promotions, therefore boosting sales & increasing 

awareness of Classic Cycling’s promotions. 

Created campaigns 

specific to client’s 

brands & product 

categories. 

Created campaign ad 

groups based on 

best-sellers & new 

products. 

Inserted carefully 

researched cycling 

industry keywords 

into campaigns. 



Boosted Quality Scores by refining landing pages on Classic Cycling’s website. 

Lowered Costs With Optimized Landing Pages 
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100% 

Month 

Google AdWords - Text Ads 

Clicks 

AdWords Impressions 

Clicks 

ROAS 

Revenue 

400.75% 

200.85% 

80.94%  

323.23% 
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Analyzed performance 

data of existing ads to 

pause nonperforming 

keywords & ads. 

Improved CTR and ad 

performance by creating 

strategic ad extensions. 

1 2 3 
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Crafted new ads including 

new keyword base to 

boost quality scores. 



335 Spreckels Dr., Suite D | Aptos, CA 95003 

Toll-free: 1.888.736.4367 | Local: 1.831.661.5893 

RESULTS 

Your Vertical Rail Team 

Vertical Rail is not a dashboard or an automated marketing 

tool. We act as an extension of your Ecommerce marketing 

team.  

 

We apply real-time human observation and comprehensive 

analysis to a merchant’s data and marketing strategy to 

achieve measurable results. 


